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Dependency Structure: 

A syntactico-semantic representation

Ritu ne Binu ko miThAi ke Dabbe se ek miThAi dI

Ritu        Binu        sweet            box           one sweet    gave

‘Ritu gave Binu one sweet from the box of sweet’

dI

k1                  k4       k5           k2

Ritu    Binu         DabbA     miThAi

r6 nmod

miThAi          ek 



Graphical representation: 

DabbAmiThAi r6

k5

BinuRitu dI

k2

k4k1

miThAi nmod ek

DabbAmiThAi r6

k5



mIrA kI mAruti ne hI binu ko mArA

mArA

k1 k2

mAruti binu

r6

mIrA



mIrA kI mAruti ne hI binu ko mArA

mAruti mArA binuk2k1

mIrA

r6



Ritu do cAbiyAM lAyI Or tAlA khol ne kI koSiS kI . 

ant me baRe cAbi ne hI tAlA kholA

Or kholA
ccof                             ccof                        k7t       k1                    k2

lAyI kI ant cAbi tAlA

k1           k2 pof nmod

Ritu cabiyAM    koSIS baRe

nmod nmod

do khol ne kI

k2

tAlA



The knowledge base created

• Ritu ne Binu ko miThAi kI Dabbe se ek miThAi dI

‘Ritu gave Binu a box of sweet in her own hand’

• mIrA kI mAruti ne hI binu ko mArA

‘The maruti owned by Meera has killed Binu’

• Ritu do cAbiyAM lAyI Or tAlA khol ne kI koSiS kI .
ant me baRe cabi ne hI tAlA kholA

‘Ritu brought two keys and tried to open the lock.
Finally the bigger one opened the lock’



Known to us:

• Kis ne binu ko miThAi dI?

• Ritu ne binu ko keyA dI?

• Ritu ne kis ko miThAi dI?

k2

?Ritu dI k4k1

miThAi

k2

Binu? dI k4k1

miThAi

k2

BinuRitu dI k4k1

?

BinuRitu dI

k2

k4k1

miThAi nmod ek

DabbAmiThAi r6

k5



Known to us through world knowledge:

• MiThAi kis meM thI? 

• gARI kis kI hEi?

• Ritu ne kis se tAlA kholA?

BinuRitu dI

k2

k4k1

miThAi nmod ek

DabbAmiThAi r6

k5

mAruti mArA binuk2k1

mIrA

nmod

cAbi kholA tAlAk2

k7t

baRe

nmod

k1

anta



The Requirement is:

Richer Semantic Information such as:

• More elaborate semantic roles as relations

• Type information

• Ontology of type hierarchy

• Semantic coreference

• Event representation



We want a way to represent       

meaning of sentence
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Choosing a Representation

 We would like our representation to 

support:

 Verifiability

 Unambiguous Representation

 Canonical Form

 Inference

 Expressiveness
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Verifiability

 System can match input representation against 

representations in knowledge base.  If it finds 

a match, it can return Yes; Otherwise No.

 Does Maharani serve vegetarian food?

Serves(Maharani,vegetarian food)
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Unambiguous Representation

 Single linguistic input can have different meaning 
representations

 Each representation unambiguously characterizes 
one meaning.

 Example: small cars and motorcycles are allowed 

 car(x) & small(x) & motorcycle(y) & small(y) & 
allowed(x) & allowed(y)

 car(x) & small(x) & motorcycle(y) & allowed(x) & 
allowed(y)
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Ambiguity and Vagueness

 An expression is ambiguous if, in a given context, it 
can be disambiguated to have a specific meaning, 
from a number of discrete, possible meanings. E.g., 
bank (financial institution) vs bank (river bank)

 An expression is vague that is it can be undefined.

 Example: I eat Italian food
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Representing Similar Concepts

 If two distinct sentences mean the same thing, they 

should have the same semantic representation.

a. Does Maharani have vegetarian dishes?

b. Do they have vegetarian food at Maharani?

c. Are vegetarian dishes served at Maharani?

d. Does Maharani serve vegetarian food?
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Canonical Form

a. Does Maharani have vegetarian dishes?

b. Do they have vegetarian food at Maharani?

c. Are vegetarian dishes served at Maharani?

d. Does Maharani serve vegetarian food?

 Solution: Inputs that mean same thing have same meaning 

representation

 Is this easy? No!

 Vegetarian dishes, vegetarian food, vegetarian fare

 Have, serve
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Inference

 Consider a more complex request

 Can vegetarians eat at Maharani?

Vs: 

 Does Maharani serve vegetarian food?

 Why do these result in the same answer?

 Inference: Draw conclusions about truth of 
propositions not explicitly stored in KB

 serve(Maharani,VegetarianFood) => 
CanEat(Vegetarians,At Maharani)



Back to Language                    

Deeper Semantic Relation

 Link karaka relations to semantic (theta) roles

 Further restrict semantic roles to meet certain 

conditions

 glAs TuTA

karta (K1) – Karaka relation

theme  - Semantic role

+ inanimate  - Selectional Restriction



Semantic Relations:

Agent

k1 Experiencer

Theme

Theme

k2

Patient

Ritu ne phal khAyA

mujhe dukh hua

bAgice meM phul hE

Ritu ne kitAb paRhI

Ritu ne binu ko mArA



Semantic relations

K3 Instrument  Ritu ne cAku se seb kATA

k4 Recipient    Ritu ne binu ko ek kitAb dI



Semantic relations

Source Ritu kAlej se A gayI

k5 Trigger/Cause    Ritu Ser se DartI hE

k7p Place Ritu hAydrabAd meM rahatI hE

k7t Time Ritu subah ghar gayI

k7 Topic mujhe gaNit meM ruci hE



Postulating event as an entity

 rAm ne yah asAni se kiyA

 What does ‘yah’ refer to

 An action/event

 rAm ne ghar kI saphAi asAnI se kiyA



Event Type
 John walked Process

 John walked for half an hour Bound process

 John walked to the store - Culmination Accomplishment

 John walked to the store in an hour 

 John built a house in a year

 John died at 5 PM

 John arrived at noon Change is point-like Achievement

 John is running |= John has run - action homogeneous

 John is building a house |=/ John has built a house - action has culmination

 John is sick State



Types of eventuality

 State  action - Culmination - duration +

 Process action +     Culmination – duration +

 Accomplishment action +     Culmination + duration +

 Achievement action +      Culmination + duration –

 Inchoative

 Inceptive



Event Composition

 John ran

 John ran to the store

 John pushed the wagon

 John pushed the wagon to Mary

 John hammered the metal

 John hammered the metal flat



Subevent analysis of event

 John almost built a house

 John almost ran

 John hired a house for a day

 John painted the picture for the whole day



Two readings of the sentence

Vinod Hari se skul kA kamRA roz sAph karAtA hE

Vinod Hari by school   room  daily clean do be

Daily Vinod makes Hari clean the room of the school

 ‘Vinod daily makes Hari clean the room of the school’ 

daily [Vinod CAUSE [ Hari clean room]]

 ‘Vinod makes Hari daily clean the room of the school’      

[Vinod CAUSE daily [ Hari clean room]]



 Vinod ne Hari ko joRo se hasAya

Vinod       Hari      loudly   made laugh

‘Vinod made Hari laugh loudly’

Vinod CAUSE [Hari laugh loud]



Explicit and Implicit talk about events

 After the singing of the national anthem they 

saluted the flag

 After the national anthem they saluted the flag



Event and State Representation

 Davidsonian event semantics (Davidson, 1967):

 The argument structure of (action) verbs contains an additional 

argument, the event argument.

 rAm ne phal khAyA

 Зe(eating(e, rAm, phal)

 Neo-Davidsonian event semantics (Parsons, 1990):

 Event participants are added (via thematic roles).

 State verbs are also associated with an event variable.

 Events hold or culminate.

 Events can be broken down into subevents.

 Adverbial modiers can predicate over subevents



Neo-Davidsonian Event Semantics

 rAm ne cAku se phal kaTA

Зe(cutting(e), agnt(e, rAm), thm(e, phal), inst(e, cAku), 

culm(e, before now))

□ rAm mar gayA

Зe(dying(e), thm(e, rAm), culm(e, before now))

 The verb indicates an event .

 Event participants are added (via thematic roles).

 Subject, verb, and tense become separate conjunct.

 The tense indicates that the event in question culminated 

before the time of utterance



Culmination and holding

 Events have a development portion and a culmination.

 Cul(e,t): e is an event that culminates at time t.

 A state simply holds or it does not (at a given time).

 Hold(e,t): An eventuality e holds at time t.

 either e is an event which is in progress (in its development 

portion, e.g. in the Progressive in English) at t,

 or e is a state and e's subject is in state e at t: 

 rAm ko dukh hE 

 Зe[having(e), thm(e,dukh), exp(e,rAm), Hold(e,now)]



Event structure

 mA ne bacce ko khAnA kilAyA

Зe(feeding(e), agt(e,mA), recpt(e, baccA), thm(e, khAnA), 

cul(e, before now), Зe’(eating(e’), agt(e, baccA), thm(e, 

khAnA), CAUSE(e, e’)))

 rAm ne is bAt par carcA kI 

entails 

 is bAt par carcA huI

Зe(discussing(e), cul(e, before now), agt(e, rAm), sub-

matter(e, is bAt), Зe’(being_discussed(e’),  sub-matter(e’, is 

bAt), cul(e’, before now), RESULT(e,e’)))



Classes of Modifiers 

(Parsons 1990)

 Speech act modifers 

 fortunately, certainly, surprisingly

 Sentence modifers 

 necessarily, according to Meera

 Subject oriented modifiers 

 willingly, deliberately

 VP modifiers 

 gently, quickly

 Temporal modifiers

 soon, usually

Fortunately Ram arrived on time

Main assertion: Ram arrived on time

Secondary:  The fact that Ram arrived on time  

is fortunate

Necessarily, God is good


